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 630 THE ECONOMIC JOURNAL

 chastened from the struggle. But trade unionism has been endangered,
 not so much by the policy of the employers as by the policy of the trade

 union itself. Employers do not fight shoulder to shoulder and sacrifice
 profit and trade as they have done durinig the last five months until
 they are convinced that they must resist claims which are unreason--

 able and methods which are paralysiDg and harmful.
 The experience of the dispute has afforded yet another illustration

 of the impossibility of having recourse to any regulative machinery for
 the solution of industrial disputes if either party is averse to them or

 thinks them unnecessary. Industrial peace is like the Kingdom of

 Heaven: it must come from within and cannot be ensured by any out-
 side aguency.' The results of the conferences which are now being
 held cannot be forecast; but, although the outlook of the moment

 (November 30th) is none too bright, we may hope that both employers-

 and employed will pause long should either be tempted to continue a

 struggle that the Chairman of the former has himself described as.
 " fratricidal."

 ERNEST AVES
 Novemnber 30th.

 PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS.

 Trade of the British Emnjijre antd Foreignt Competition, 1897 [C. 8449].

 THE replies to Mr. Chamberlain's despatch requesting returns in
 detail of the amount and causes of displacement of British by foreign,
 goods in the various colonies, form a bulky volume. In it is gathered
 a great quantity of information relating to this most important question,
 but it must be confessed that the real addition to our knowledge of the
 subject is not as great as might have been expected. Probably the ex-
 hibition of the samples, sent to show precisely what are the goods in
 which foreigners compete successfully, will do more than the publica-
 tion of the official replies to the despatch.

 The despatch requested a returni of the amounts of the imports in
 each of the three years 1884, 1889, and 1894, into each of the colonies,
 classified in a prescribed fashion, " whenever (and only when) the
 value of any article so imported from any foreign country or countries,
 was five per cent. or upwards of the total value of that article imported

 1 In New Zealand the power of compulsory reference of industrial disputes to
 Local Conciliation Boards or to the Supreme Arbitration Court of the colony has so
 far been used successfully in sixteen cases. The preventive aim of the Act is
 altogether admirable, but the colonial machinery would seem to be inapplicable to
 the much more complex industrial and political life of Enigland. It is noteworthy
 that so far the administrators of the Act have never been confronted by the test
 difficulty of a refusal to accept an award, and that the powers of the Supreme Court
 of endeavouring to enforce the acceptance of an award by fine have, in consequence,
 never been used. Up to the present time, therefore, the Act must be regarded simply
 as an interesting and hopeful experiment of the Colony.
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 PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS 631

 into the colony from all sources .... and when the total value of
 that article imported was not less that ?500."

 Many of the colonies were unable to supply a return in the prescribed
 form, and the returns sent were prepared in the best way possible from
 the trade returns of the colonies, so far as these supplied the necessary
 information. The limitation of the returns to the more important
 articles of import, and those where foreign imports reached to five per
 cent. of the whole, confined the special particulars to, on the average,
 about 38 per cent. of the total colonial iinports. The summarised re-
 sults are stated as follows (quantities in millions sterling)

 Goods in wlichl Foreigniers Total Trade.

 Value of Imports. (00000's oinitted). (00000's omitted).

 1884. 1889. 1894. 1881. 1889. J894.

 .~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ? ? I? ? ? .
 From all sources ............ 58-1 575 1 49.9 138 0 152-3 139-8
 From foreign countries l 14-9 15 7 15 9 35 6, 37-4 44 0
 Percentage of foreign . 25-7 27 31 31-9 25 8 24 6 31-5

 If the exchanges between the Australian colonies were counted as
 domestic trade, the proportion included in the special return would be
 shown as about one-half of the whole trade of the colonies, but, as seen,
 less than one half of the foreign imports are included in it. On reflec-
 tion, this is distinctly strange.

 A word of explanation will make this clear. Taking the year 1894,
 for example, of the total imports, some fifty millions showed foreign
 competition of at least 5 per cent., actually averaging about 32 per
 cent. The remainder, nearly ninety millions in all, should embrace
 (a) the goods in which the total importation into any colony fell short
 of ?500 per annum, (b) the goods in which the imports from foreign
 countries were returned at less than 5 per cent. With regard to (a),
 as the number of headings and sub-headings was only about 170 to 180
 where the details were fullest, the total which could fall under this
 head cannot be reckoned at more than about 3 millions. Under
 (b) the total foreign imports cannot exceed (say) 41 millions. Thus,
 even supposing the whole of the less important headings to be foreign
 imports, it seems difficult to account for more than 71 millions of the
 28 millions of foreign imports not dealt with in the special reports. It
 is clear, therefore, that, on the statistical side, there is a want of
 completeness in the returns accompanying, the replies to the circular
 despatch of November 28th, 1895. The introductory memorandum
 comments on the facts summarised in the above table, thus: " The
 conclusions to be drawn from them are therefore on a sufficiently

 1 The Blue-book gives 56-5 and 27 8 per cent., due to an incorrect addition of
 the items.
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 broad basis to permit of their being received with some confidence."
 This is, perhaps, true if we do not commit the error of supposing that
 the special return embraces more than the half of the limited, though
 wide, statistics applied for.

 In regard to the selection of individual years for comparison, it is

 only fair to say that the selected years were, in general, not unrepre-

 sentative. The difficulty of securing a"sounder basis by taking averages
 of three or five years was practically too great to be faced. It would
 be well to remember, however, that 1884 was only removed by one
 step from the year of maximum trade prosperity 1883; that 1889 was
 again a year immediately preceding the highest point of another wave
 of trade prosperity; whereas 1894 was the lowest point of a depression.

 The amount of reliance to be placed on the indications of these

 figures turns out, however, to be further reduced by the inevitable
 want of correspondence between what they are supposed to represent
 and what they actually do mean. The country of origin of goods means,
 in the returns, in most cases at any rate, the last port from which the

 ship which brings them cleared. Thus, mnuch foreign produce arrives
 in ships from England and appears as British, while no inconsiderable

 amount of British produce is conveyed in foreign ships, arriving in the
 colonies from foreign ports. The British goods which they bring mnay
 have been shipped in an English port or inay have been sent to a con-

 tinental port for trans-shipment in order to take advantage of the lower
 freights from continental ports.

 Another point in the same connection is that any apparent increase

 of foreign goods may be due to either of three causes: (a) a real
 increase in the imports of foreign merchandise, (b) a growing habit of
 purchasing from the actual country of origin goods which were formerly
 purchased in England and not, in many cases, known to be foreign, (c)
 the establishment of direct sailings from continental or American ports,
 so that facilities for dealing direct are greater than formerly. For such
 reasons as these latter, the apparent increase of imports from various
 foreign countries does not, with certainty, correspond to the real in-
 crease, while for such reasons as those before named, the actual extent
 of foreign competition in colonial markets may be quite other than is
 represented in the published trade-returns.

 It does, however, appear from the careful inquiries made in response
 to Mr. Chamberlain's request, that the opinion of those most competent
 to judge is, that there has been a displacement of British by foreign
 goods, though not to such an extent as to justify the current alarmist
 statements on the subject. In particular lines a movement of the
 opposite character is even noted.

 Of the causes assigned for the success of our competitors, consular
 reports have already acquainted us with the general substance. On
 all hands similar complaints are made of a lack of adaptability of
 the British makes of goods to the markets. A peculiar example
 (not a solitary one of its own kind) of this may be quoted from
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 Hong Kong. "With the English manufacturers there is always a
 great deal of trouble as to shades of colours. It is a very important
 matter, and the English manufacturers always maintain that their
 shade is better than the samiples sent home to them. They will
 not see that the shade of colour that is more beautiful to the European
 eye may be quite different to the Asiatic." We need not continue the
 quotation. What is here alleged in regard to colour is elsewhere
 alleged in regard to other details of manufacture. The foreigner,
 having to create business, pays close attention to the details which
 will give him an opportunity to compete on favourable terms, takes
 small orders in the hope of getting larger ones later, changes his
 patterns to suit his customers, and in every way adopts tactics
 calculated to lighten his task in competing with established traders.
 His success sometimes turns on the question of packing. This may
 operate in two ways. It may secure lower freights through economy
 of space; and it may also enable the store-keeper to stock the goods
 with greater convenience and less liability to loss from deterioration,
 making them at the same time more presentable to customers. The
 Americans appear to be especially smart in this matter of packing.
 An extremely important feature of the reports is the stress laid on
 the superior finish given to goods of low quality by foreign makers.
 This is expressed in many ways and in regard to many classes of
 goods. In this connection may be noticed complaints of a similar
 kind, such as those relating to certain lamps of which the best were
 English, but " they are solid and heavy and lack taste in the get up."
 The British manufacturer appears unwilling to waste energy in giving
 better finish rather than better quality to an article, and thus loses
 many markets.

 A point on which a great deal of stress is laid is that, in many
 colonial markets, the genieral poverty of the natives or settlers compels
 them to prefer low-priced goods. In times of commercial depression,
 the general reduction in purchasing power gives the lower-priced
 articles a chance, even in markets where better qualities had formerly
 been common. Subsequent better times do not necessarily restore
 the demand to its former channels, and thus the foreigner absorbs
 an increasing proportion of the trade through offering goods which,
 even if of poorer quality, cost less. It is not a necessary consequence
 of the lower cost of the foreign commodity that it should be of poorer
 quality, though this is often assumed. American tools, for example,
 appear to be a conspicuous instance of at least equal quality, lower
 price, and greater suitability to the particular purposes for which
 they are required, as well as neater packing, preserving a fresh
 appearance and enabling them to be shown to purchasers with greater
 ease. In printed cotton fabrics, too, superior taste and less adherence
 to old patterns, is assigned as a reason for the easier sale of American
 than of English goods. More rapid and frequent communication,
 by enabling stocks to be easily replenished, gives America an advantage
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 in our West Indian possessions. What may be called " personal

 factors" are also of importance in some instances.

 An important question raised is that relating to freights. The

 effect of government subsidies is pointed out, in maintaining certain

 lines of ships and more frequent services than ordinary competitive

 trading might secure, and thus offering facilities for shipment at
 low rates. A point of greater importance, and worth the attention

 which the Manchester Chamber of Commerce is reported to be devoting
 to it, is the effect of shipping syndicates in various forms, which

 result in goods being carried from continental ports at lower rates

 by far than those charged from British ports for goods conveyed

 on the same ship.' A similar case is that of cotton piece goods

 which are sent from New York to Shanghai with trans-shipment at

 Liverpool for 25s. to 26s. 6d. per ton, while the same class of goods

 from Liverpool, on the same steamers, pay 47s. 6d. per ton. The
 American goods will be charged some 7s. 6d. per ton for the trans-
 atlantic part of the journey, leaving the rate from Liverpool well
 under the half of that paid for English goods of the same class.

 Examples could be multiplied.
 This question of freight, and some of the other points noted, seems

 likely to be of more importance to the dealer who will handle the

 goods in the colonies than to the ultimate consumer. It is obvious,
 surely, that it is no less effective in encouraging the diversion of trade.

 The effect of the Merchandise Marks Act on colonial trade with
 this country would appear from this report to be more apparent
 than real, apart from the fact that the profits attaching to the
 handling of the foreign goods, once purchased in England, but now

 obtained direct owing to the fact of their foreign origin having become
 known, no longer accrue to our merchants, nor do the freights fall
 so largely as of old to British shipowners. A dangerous corollary
 to sending our customers to the Continent for the continental goods
 formerly supplied through our agency, is the liability to extend their
 dealings beyond these classes of articles, to others of which the
 supplies have hitherto been of British make.

 The samples of foreign competing goods which have been exhibited
 have been variously criticised. Some- condemn their poor quality,
 and trust that British manufacturers will never condescend to imitate
 them. Of course, this attitude may be strongly defended, and loss
 of trade may be preferable to trading in rubbish. All the exhibits
 are not of this nature, and there are valuable lessons to be learned
 from a comparison of the goods exported from this country with
 some of those which successfully compete with them in colonial
 (and it might be added, not alone in colonial) markets. It is clear
 that the maintenance of the volume of British export trade will not
 be possible without strenuous efforts on the parts of those concerned.
 It is difficult to regain markets once lost. A. W. FLUX

 1 On this paint, cf. Elijah Helm in the EcoNoMIC JOURNAL, March, 1897.
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 IProceedings of a Conference betwveen, the Secretary of State jor
 the Colonies and the Premiers of the Self-governing Colonies

 June and Jutly, 1897. [C. 8596.]

 A SPEECH was made by Mr. Chamberlain, and resolutions were

 passed by the Conference, on the political, military, and commercial
 :relations between the different parts of the Empire.

 "Inter alica in the hope of improving the trade relations between the
 mother-country and the Colonies, the Premiers present undertake to confer
 with their colleagues with the view to seeing whether such a result can be
 properly secured by a preference given by the Colonies to the products of the

 United Kingdom."

 Correspondence respecting the Termiination of the Commercial
 Treaties between Great Britain and Belg'ium autd Great
 Britain antd Germiiany. [C. 8442.]

 THE Treaties are denounced as not recognising the " complete
 tariff autonomy" of the self-governing Colonies, and as constituting
 a barrier against the internal fiscal arrangements of the British
 -Empire.

 Report on the Economic and Financial Situation in Italy.
 [C. 8278]

 THIS Report deals with trade, shipping, banking, and commerce. The

 value of exports to France fell from ?15,250,000 (roundly) in 1887 to
 ?5,500,000 in 1894, in consequence of the tariff war with France; while
 the value of the total exports from Italy which had reached ?39,500,000,
 -fell in 1888 and three following years to an average of ?34,000,000.
 During the last four years the higher figure has been regained. Total
 imports have shown a greater decline and less recovery; the rise in the
 percentage of duties contributes to this effect. Imports of manu-
 factured goods from Great Britain have declined both absolutely and
 relatively to other countries. This is attributed to the paucity of our
 " travellers " and the conservatism of our manufacturers. Italian

 shipping has not flourished as much as the system of subsidies promised.
 Perhaps monopolies have been created thereby. Banking is largely
 co-operative. One co-operative institution, the " Monte Frumentari,"
 has existed since the 15th century. A curious feature in the Casa di

 Risparmio of Lombardy is the application of net profit to purpose of
 public utility. Thus 17,000 lire were devoted to the International
 Congress on accidents to workpeople, &c. With respect to industries,
 even Signor Bodio has not been able to obtain exact statistics. He
 has made a calculation from the consumption of coal, of the amount of
 power employed in industry. Details as to the conditions of labour
 in a great variety of industries are given. In the cotton industry, for
 example, it is calculated that in Italy it takes 58 4 hours of labour,
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 costing 618 lire, to produce 100 kilos of yarn, while the same work
 could be done in England for 6 91 lire in 29-3 hours.

 Revenue and Expemtditure of the Chiniese Empire. [C. 8278-14.]

 THE part of the revenue which is at the disposal of the Imperial

 Governinent and the total revenue collected by the provinces are
 separately analysed. The first amount, which forms a pretty constant
 charge on the second, includes (1) Rice tribute in kind or commuted.
 Above 100,000 tons of rice are sent by two provinces to the Govern-

 ment granaries near Peking, worth say 2,600,000 taels, exclusive of
 wasteful transport charges. The payments itn kind, together with com-
 mquted payments in silver, make up 5,000,000 taels. Perhaps 6l millions
 is collected from the people, and sticks in the hands of officials. (2) The
 levy in silver called the Peking supply comes to 7,000,000 tael. Certain

 extras make up 74 million tael. To the 191 million tael thus levied from
 the provinces is to be added a contribution from the Imperial Maritime
 Customs. The accounts of the total revenue show enormous peculation--
 or call it subtraction for the payment of officials-under some heads. The
 yield of the land-tax to the revenue is put at 25 million tael; the peas-
 ant population perhaps pay 70 million! The salt tax yields above
 131 million teal. The analogy of India shows that there is room for
 great expansion under this head, were the administration honest.
 The "likin" on merchandise is raised at stations along the main
 routes, and at the great towns, so that an article may be taxed
 2 or 3 per cent. at each of four successive barriers in the same
 province; after which it is free for the rest of that province, but not
 in another. The charges are capricious, determined mostly by higgling
 between the merchants and officials. The latter, however, do not
 exercise a monopoly; there is a competition between the offices on
 alternative routes, who underbid each other to attract business. Under
 the head of miscellaneous, the sale of titles and official rank forms
 a considerable item. The revenue from all sources amounts to
 88,979,000 tael- 14,829,000. The expenditure of this sum on
 different objects is analysed.

 Report for the Year 1896 on the Trade of China. [C. 8648.]

 THE volume of China's foreign trade in.creased in 1896 as compared
 with 1895 and (most of) the preceding ten years; whether measured
 in sterling gold or silver taels. The reporter (Mr. Grosvenor) thinks
 the former a better measure of quantity, since the silver tael (= in
 1896 3s. 4d. sterling) was depreciated with respect to cash-the
 true unit of currency in China-and cash has depreciated with respect
 to commodities in general; so that the gold price of Chinese com-
 modities has not fallen in proportion to the gold price of silver. The
 increase in the volume of Chinese trade has been attended with an
 increase in the share enjoyed by the British Empire. The trade
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 between China and the British - Empire amounted '-in 1896 to
 394 millions sterling (nearly), against 354 millions in 1895; while the
 trade between China and other countries declined from 18 millions to
 17'8 millions. One remarkable item is the increase in the exports of
 tea-mostly green-to India. Other heads on which there is interest-
 ing information are cotton mills, cotton goods, opium, and silk.

 Review of the Trade with India in 1895-96. By J. E. O'Conor.

 [C. 8297.]
 THE volume of India's exports and imports increased in 1895-96

 as compared with the preceding year; the direction' was somewhat
 altered by the development of the trade with the European continent
 and with Japan, whose products are increasingly exchanged against
 Indian raw cotton.

 Corrresponidence respecting the Proposals on Cturrency made by the
 Special Envoys from the Unitted States. [C. 8667.]

 AT a meeting held at the Foreign Office July 12, Senator Wolcott,

 special envoy, proposed as England's contributions towards bimetallism,
 opening of the Indian Mints, placing one-fifth of the bullion in the
 Issue Department of the Bank of England in silver, and other
 measures, concluding with " something having the general scope of
 the Huskisson plan." [? Bimetallism at a rate not fixed by international
 agreement.] At another meeting July 15, the French Ambassador
 explained that his Government would not consider the re-opening of
 the Miints of India by itself as a sufficient guarantee to permit the
 re-opening of the French Mints to silver, at the " normal ratio of 152."
 The proposal to open the Indian Mints having been subsequently
 opposed by the India Government in a letter [noticed below p. 642], the
 negotiations terminated.

 Fourth Annual Report of the Labour Department on Changes
 in Rates of Wages and Hours of Laboutr, 1896. [C.
 8444.]

 THE net result of all the changes recorded was a rise of wages
 amounting to C26,522 a week. The rise was marked in the engineering
 trade.

 Reportfrom. the Select Committee on Governmnent Contracts (Fair
 Wages Resolution). [334.]

 IN the clause "such wages as are generally accepted as current
 in each trade for competent workmen," the word "current " is
 usually and properly interpreted as " current in the district." How-
 ever, in the case of Admiralty contracts it might be undesirable to
 insist on an interpretation
 No. 28.-VOL.- VII u U
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 "which would have the effect of injuring, or even destroying, a great local
 industry on which many workmen are depending for a livelihood, and which
 motives of national policy, might render it prudent to foster."

 Another exception is made with respect to men who have served in
 the Army or Navy:

 "Your Committee consider that Government contractors should not be called
 upon to refuse to engage them at wages commensurate with their capability,
 even though those wages might be less than the ordinary current rate, provided
 that the wages of other workmen could not be shown to be adversely affected."

 Her Majesty's Women Inspectors' Department, Annual Report
 for 1896.

 THE women factory inspectors, in presenting their report to Mrs.
 Tennant, note the increased efficiency of their work due to her
 appointment as H.M. Superintending Inspector of Factories.'

 Their record of work for the year, in addition to various special
 inquiries, is as follows: 381 definite complaints were received and
 investigated; proceedings were taken in 74 cases, and convictions
 obtained in 72 of these; 669 defects were pointed out in 69 localities
 to the local sanitary authorities. The report contains important
 information as to the working of the Factory and Workshop Act -of
 1895, and raises many questions which will have to be faced in any
 further legislation. It is pointed out that ? 35 of 1895 (which has
 regard to the provision of sanitary conveniences) is especially useful in
 Scotland, where the Public Health Act (Amendment Act) 1890, is not
 in force; but great difficulties are still encountered in obtaining
 recognition of even the most elementary requirements of propriety
 and decency.

 As regards ventilation, so long as no standard of maximum
 impurity is fixed by law, in cases where nd special gases, vapours,
 dust or other impurities . (1878, ? 3) are generated in the process of
 manufacture, the result is not likely to be very satisfactory. It is,
 in fact, left to the workers to settle by the force of argument between
 the merits of an unhealthy atmosphere or piercing draughts from
 window or skylight. The new regulations fixing a minimum of cubic
 space present the further difficulty that the occupier's excessive
 pride when he allows more than the space required makes him apt to
 regard any aspersionis on the quality of the air as an absurd fad.

 The women inspectors strongly urge the advisability of prohibiting
 the employment of children and young persons in cases where a high

 1 Since Mrs. Tennant's resignation, the title of the head of the women's depart.
 ment has been altered, and her powers are, presumably, no longer the same as
 those of H. M. Superintending Inspectors of Factories.
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 temperature is necessary. They further suggest the importance of
 fixing a minimum standard of examination for certificates of fitness,
 and the value which would attach to statistics not merely of disease

 and mortality, but as to the general health of young workers.
 Great stress is laid on the absence of regulations enforcing the

 provision of drinking water in factories. The processes in use are
 often such as to excite thirst in the workers, and, at present, inspectors
 can only recommend that pure water should be provided. In one case
 cited, the manager alleged that the workers would prefer the " ginger-
 pop" shop across the way. This excuse, with its probable euphemism,
 suggests a strong reason for regulation: another, equally strong, is
 supplied by the account of the insanitary conditions under which
 water is often supplied to workers.

 It is impossible to comment on all the interesting and important
 matter contained in the Report, but a few remarks must be made on
 the effect of the inclusion of laundries under the Acts. As the
 workers begin to realise how little improvement is really effected in
 their conditions, it is not astonishing to learn that much disappoint-
 mnent is expressed by all except the packers and sorters who benefit by
 the limitation of sixty hours per week, as they had frequently worked
 seventy to eighty. Both employers and employed are. not unnaturally
 surprised at the fourteen hours legal day, as hitherto anything over-
 twelve hours had been regarded as " overtime " and paid for at an
 increased rate. The regulation enforcing the provision of an extra.
 meal during overtime (1878, 53, [1]) does not apply to laundries, and
 the workers can consequently be legally employed from 5 to 10 o'clock
 without a break. They cannot, of course, claim a Saturday half-
 holiday, as many of them had expected. Miss Anderson points.
 out that the hours of laundry workers in many Yorkshire and.
 Lancashire towns are, as a rule, practically assimilated to those in the
 textile factories, and suggests that this fact may be regarded as " a
 gauge of the force of the argument against a regular daily, instead of
 the present weekly, limit."

 MONA WILSON

 OBITUARY.

 HENRY GEORGE was born in Philadelphia in 1839, and after a short
 time at sea settled down in San Francisco in 1858. He lived there
 first as miner, then as government inspector, then as journalist, for
 twenty years or so. He published there his first book, Our Land and
 Land Policy (1871), which contained his leading, idea, but made little
 impression compared with Progress anzd Poverty, begun in 1877 and
 published in New York in 1879. Republished in England in 1880,
 this book soon attracted attention. Henry George visited this country,

 u u 2
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